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1st Edition

SWPU is a DesignScience Studio. It was conceived to be the catalyst for creating 
make-sense designs for building a sustainable human existence. This first editions’ 
primary objective is to bring about the essential elements that anchor the 
foundation of  this work.

Before beginning, it would facilitate our efforts in this venture if  we all 
understand that this is an ongoing commitment to sharing resources that will 
enhance the development of  an ideal habitat spawned from the dreams and ideas 
of  a paradise which we know can exist, and who are destined to build the  
critical path that will manifest its existence. Each subsequent edition of  this work 
will expand as a direct consequence of  a growing cosmic conscious community —
natures family of  life; and is charted for the inevitable eventuality — Perfect 
Harmony; even if  it takes beyond a thousand years.

This story was launched on Good Friday/Earth Day/2011 Birthday,. It 
culminates a one month long celebration of  the Spring Equinox and of  our sacred 
place in space and time.

Told from the perspective of  our sun, this story lays out a plan that will be 
celebrated for a thousand years in the hearts and minds of  every man, woman and 
child. All is required is perseverance.

“Perseverance is a great element of  success. If  you only knock long enough and 
loud enough at the gate, you are sure to wake up somebody.” 

©Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

This story is dedicated to my children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, you, 
and all those yet to be born.
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This document will outline a straight forward and simple approach to creating a 
haven which is designed and implemented for and by the children of  the future.

This plan has as it’s major focus, the children. It is designed to serve as a guide 
to our future by providing them with a means to create their own.

GETTING STARTED

To use this document as a starting point, simply, read the instructions and add 
your comments in order of progression on the date you see on that page of the 
critical path. Listed below are some initial clues that will help you navigate through 
a monolithic maze of  wonder. 

This is not for the faint of heart; but the rewards are worth any trauma you may 
experience. If things start to make sense to you; get ahold of yourself. . . It’s just a 
game.

• The object of the “game” aspect is to make this plan engaging and 
enjoyable.

• Creating a “real” world out  of fairy tale / fantasy is the core objective of this 
“game.

• The goal is to, literally, save the world through creating the ideal out of the 
greatest enigma devised by the human species — How do we bring harmony 
into “perfect” harmony?

• Storyline, Timeline, Functional Fun, What if scenarios, Obstacles, 
Resources, Puzzles, Solutions, Strategy, Priority, TheKeys, Pattern Creation — 
Paradigming. Beyond this time.

• Map Preview, ThoughtTrapping, ProductionCenters, Blockages, 
ResourseCost, Start-up, Assessment, PortoType, Before Beginning.

Chapter 1
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4

  After the End
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Understanding the meaning of the words below is crucial 
to comprehending the message of this work. Study them, 

and use them in the context of your dream/vision. 

perseverance |ˌpərsəˈvi(ə)rəns|
noun
1 steadfastness in doing something despite difficulty or delay in achieving 
success : his perseverance with the technique illustrates his single-mindedness | 
medicine is a field which requires dedication and perseverance.
2 Theology continuance in a state of  grace leading finally to a state of  
glory.
ORIGIN Middle English : from Old French, from Latin perseverantia, 
from perseverant- ‘abiding by strictly,’ from the verb perseverare 
(see persevere ).



persevere |ˌpərsəˈvi(ə)r|
verb [ intrans. ]
continue in a course of  action even in the face of  difficulty or with little 
or no prospect of  success : his family persevered with his treatment.

idea |īˈdēə|
noun
1 a thought or suggestion as to a possible course of  action : they don't think 
it's a very good idea.
• a concept or mental impression : our menu list will give you some idea of  how 
interesting a low-fat diet can be.
• an opinion or belief  : nineteenth-century ideas about drinking.
• a feeling that something is probable or possible : he had an idea that she 
must feel the same.
2 ( the idea) the aim or purpose : I took a job with the idea of getting some 
money together.
3 Philosophy (in Platonic thought) an eternally existing pattern of  which 
individual things in any class are imperfect copies.
• (in Kantian thought) a concept of  pure reason, not empirically based 

in experience.

ideal |īˈdē(ə)l|
adjective
1 satisfying one's conception of  what is perfect; most suitable : the 
swimming pool is ideal for a quick dip | this is an ideal opportunity to save money.



2 [ attrib. ] existing only in the imagination; desirable or perfect but not 
likely to become a reality : in an ideal world, we might have made a different 
decision.
• representing an abstract or hypothetical optimum : mathematical modeling 
can determine theoretically ideal conditions.
noun
a person or thing regarded as perfect : you're my ideal of  how a man should 
be. See note at model .
• a standard of  perfection; a principle to be aimed at : tolerance and 

freedom, the liberal ideals.

prime 1 |prīm|
adjective
1 of  first importance; main : her prime concern is the well-being of  the patient.
• from which another thing may derive or proceed : Diogenes' conclusion 
that air is the prime matter.
2 [ attrib. ] of  the best possible quality; excellent : a prime site in the center of 
Indianapolis | prime cuts of  meat.
• having all the expected or typical characteristics of  something : the novel 
is a prime example of  the genre.
• most suitable or likely : it's the prime contender for best comedy of  the year.
3 Mathematics (of  a number) evenly divisible only by itself  and one (e.g., 2, 
3, 5, 7, 11).
• [ predic. ] (of  two or more numbers in relation to each other) having 
no common factor but one.
noun
1 [in sing. ] a state or time of  greatest strength, vigor, or success in a 
person's life : you're in the prime of  life | he wasn't elderly, but clearly past his 
prime.
• archaic the beginning or first period of  something : the prime of  the world.



2 Christian Church a service forming part of  the Divine Office, 
traditionally said (or chanted) at the first hour of  the day (i.e., 6 a.m.), 
but now little used.

principle |ˈprinsəpəl|
noun
1 a fundamental truth or proposition that serves as the foundation for a 
system of  belief  or behavior or for a chain of  reasoning : the basic 
principles of  Christianity.
• (usu. principles) a rule or belief  governing one's personal behavior : 
struggling to be true to their own principles | she resigned over a matter of  principle.
• morally correct behavior and attitudes : a man of  principle.
• a general scientific theorem or law that has numerous special 
applications across a wide field.
• a natural law forming the basis for the construction or working of  a 
machine : these machines all operate on the same general principle.
2 a fundamental source or basis of  something : the first principle of  all things 
was water.
• a fundamental quality or attribute determining the nature of  
something; an essence : the combination of  male and female principles.

PHRASES
in principle as a general idea or plan, although the details are not yet 
established or clear : the government agreed in principle to a peace plan that 
included a cease-fire. • used to indicate that although something is 
theoretically possible, it may not actually happen : in principle, the banks are 
entitled to withdraw these loans when necessary.
on principle because of  or in order to demonstrate one's adherence to 
a particular belief  : he refused, on principle, to pay the fine.

harmony |ˈhärmənē|
noun ( pl. -nies)



1 the combination of  simultaneously sounded musical notes to produce 
chords and chord progressions having a pleasing effect : four-part harmony 
in the barbershop style | the note played on the fourth beat anticipates the harmony of  
the following bar.
• the study or composition of  musical harmony.
• the quality of  forming a pleasing and consistent whole : delightful cities 
where old and new blend in harmony.
• an arrangement of  the four Gospels, or of  any parallel narratives, that 
presents a single continuous narrative text.
2 agreement or concord : man and machine in perfect harmony.

Energy Flows in Harmony with the Spheres 

sphere |sfi(ə)r|

noun
1 a round solid figure, or its surface, with every point on its surface 
equidistant from its center.



• an object having this shape; a ball or globe.
• a globe representing the earth.
• chiefly poetic/literary a celestial body.
• poetic/literary the sky perceived as a vault upon or in which celestial 
bodies are represented as lying.
• each of  a series of  revolving concentrically arranged spherical shells in 
which celestial bodies were formerly thought to be set in a fixed 
relationship.
2 an area of  activity, interest, or expertise : his new wife's skill in the domestic 
sphere.
• a section of  society or an aspect of  life distinguished and unified by a 
particular characteristic : political reforms to match those in the economic sphere.
verb [ trans. ] archaic
enclose in or as if  in a sphere.
• form into a rounded or perfect whole.
PHRASES
music (or harmony) of  the spheres the natural harmonic tones 
supposedly produced by the movement of  the celestial spheres or the 
bodies fixed in them.
sphere of  influence (or interest) a country or 
area in which another country has power to 
affect developments although it has no 
formal authority. • a field or area in 
which an individual or 
organization has power to affect 
events and developments.

It is 139 days to the One day. . . 

and then there will be the Day of 

Naught. From then eternity exist. It all 

begins with you. It all ends with You.



If the answer is harmony; what is the question? 
How long must we ponder the question before we 
understand the answer? 

To experience the benefits of living harmoniously, we must 
practice the art of living a harmonious life. ‘Seems like a 
simple enough hypothesis; but how many of us really 
understand the profound significance of this paradigm, 
and the simplicity of the act;  so sublime and easy on the 
human psyche the and the  subtlety of it’s power. This is 
the power which will manifest the dreams of our children.

It’s not so much about time as it is about “timing” and the 
personification of ones soul. You are the main character in 
the ongoing saga of your life. You have found yourself on 
earth in this moment with no moment before, or after. How 
do you sync with the oneness of this existence?

Harmony — The prime principle that empowers the 
monadic adventurer towards manifestation and ascension. 

Practice yourself, for heavens sake in little things, and then proceed to greater. 
©Epictetus 


